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Abstract
Mail order companies like Zalando or Amazon reported a significant increase regarding the number
of incoming customer orders in recent years. Customers are served from a central distribution
center (warehouse) where requested items of the orders have to be retrieved (picked) from their
storage locations. The picking process is performed by human operators (order pickers) who are
employed on a large scale in order to enable a fast processing of the orders. However, due to limited
space, aisles are often very narrow in warehouses, and order pickers cannot pass or overtake each
other. Thus, an order picker may have to wait until another picker has performed his/her operations.
The arising waiting times may significantly increase the processing times of the orders, implying
that a large number of pickers does not guarantee for small processing times. Therefore, in this
paper, the impact of several problem parameters on the amount of waiting time is investigated first
and situations are identified where the consideration of waiting times is inevitable for an efficient
organization of the picking process. In the second part of the paper, a solution approach, namely a
truncated branch-and-bound algorithm, is proposed which aims for the minimization of the waiting
times. By means of extensive numerical experiments, it is demonstrated that this approach provides
high-quality solutions within a very small amount of computing time.
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Zalando, a large mail order company, recorded an increase of the number of customer orders by more
than 400% in recent years, as the number of orders amounted to 11.0 million in 2011, while 55.3
million orders were received in 2015 (Statista, 2016). When placing an order, customers have the
possibility to choose express deliveries, guaranteeing the requested items to be delivered at the next
work day. Recently, even same-day deliveries have been tested in some regions. Thus, being able to
process customer orders very fast becomes more important in order to ensure customer satisfaction.
Before the items requested by the customers can be shipped to the customer locations, the orders have
to be processed in the distribution center (warehouse), i.e. the items have to be retrieved from their
storage locations. In most warehouses, this is done by human operators (order pickers) who perform
tours through the warehouse. For processing a huge number of orders within a short amount of time,
many order pickers are employed who work in the warehouse at the same time.
Besides a large number of orders, companies are confronted with an increasing number of different
articles to be stored (Hirschberg, 2015). Due to limited space, warehouses often include narrow picking
aisles in order to maximize space utilization (Gue et al., 2006). However, in narrow aisles, order pickers
can neither pass nor overtake each other. When two pickers work in a narrow aisle at the same time,
a picker may have to wait until the other picker has completed the work in this aisle. This can cause
severe problems, as waiting times may arise on a large scale and the advantage of the employment of a
large number of pickers diminishes. Although it is known that waiting times have a significant negative
impact on the processing times, waiting times are rarely taken into account in the literature when guiding
pickers through the warehouse.
The intention of this paper is twofold. A large variety of analytical and simulation models exists which
estimate the impact of several problem parameters on the waiting times. However, almost all approaches
rely on the assumption that all storage locations have to be visited regardless of the locations of requested
items. In order to provide more realistic insights, we conduct extensive numerical experiments for the
evaluation of the impact of the parameters. Combinations of parameters are identified where waiting
times are significant and its consideration is inevitable for an efficient organization of the picking process.
In the second part of the paper, a solution approach is provided which takes the waiting times into
account. In fact, we propose a truncated branch-and-bound algorithm, where waiting instructions are
given to order pickers. Such instructions include information about the points in time when a picker
has to wait and when he/she continues the tour. By means of this approach, the benefit of using more
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sophisticated waiting instructions as well as the impact of the decisions regarding the selection of the
picker who has to wait are investigated.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A detailed description of the problem is given
in the next section. Section 3 comprises a literature review. First, the results obtained by means of
analytical and simulation models are reviewed. Second, solution approaches are presented which deal
with guiding order pickers through the warehouse while taking waiting times into account. In Section 4,
the impact of several parameters on the waiting times is investigated. Since waiting times are significant
for several parameter combinations, a truncated branch-and-bound algorithm is proposed which aims
for the minimization of the waiting times (Section 5). Section 6 is devoted to the evaluation of the
performance of the algorithm. The paper concludes with a summary and an outlook on future research
opportunities.
In manual picker-to-parts order picking systems, order pickers walk or ride through the warehouse
in order to retrieve requested items from their storage locations. The storage locations are typically
arranged in such a way that they constitute a block layout (Roodbergen, 2001). A picking area following
a block layout includes two types of aisles: picking aisles and cross aisles. Picking aisles are of identical
length and width and are arranged parallel to each other. Furthermore, they have to be entered to retrieve
items as the items are stored on pallets or racks located on one side or even both sides of the picking
aisles. Cross aisles are arranged orthogonally to the picking aisles. They do not contain any requested
items, but cross aisles are required for enabling the pickers to proceed from one picking aisle to another.
Cross aisles divide the picking area into blocks and the picking aisles into subaisles (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 1: Two-block layout
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In Fig. 1, a two-block layout is depicted which contains 5 picking aisles and 10 subaisles. The rectangles
symbolize the storage locations while the locations of requested items (pick locations) are represented
by black rectangles. The depot is located in front of the leftmost picking aisle. A picker tour then starts at
the depot, proceeds to the respective pick locations and ends at the depot. The time that an order picker
needs for performing a tour (processing time) is composed of (Tompkins et al., 2010) the time required
for preparing the tour (setup time), the time spent at the pick locations for the identification and the
retrieval of the items (pick time) and the time needed for traveling from the depot to the pick locations,
between the pick locations and back to the depot (travel time). Since a picking area with narrow subaisles
is considered, an additional component, namely the waiting time, has to be taken into account. Waiting
times arise because order pickers can neither pass nor overtake each other in narrow subaisles. Thus,
several order pickers working in the same subaisle at the same time may cause congestion (blocking).
(Note that congestion is not an issue in cross aisles.) A situation where an order picker cannot continue
his/her operations because he/she is not able to pass or overtake another picker is referred to as a blocking
situation. An example for a blocking situation is depicted in Fig. 2. Here, picker #1 is retrieving an item
from its storage location. At the same time, picker #2 has to pass this location in order to reach another
pick location. Due to the narrow subaisle, picker #2 is not able to pass picker #1. Thus, picker #2 has
to wait until picker #1 has completed the retrieval of the item (assuming that picker #1 will proceed the
tour by going upwards).
Fig. 2: Two order pickers working in the same subaisle
From the components of the processing time, the setup time and the pick time can be considered
as constants (Bozer & Kile, 2008; Henn et al., 2010). The travel time is dependent on the sequence
according to which the pick locations are meant to be visited. This sequence is determined by means of
a certain procedure here, e.g. by application of a routing strategy (Roodbergen, 2001) or even by using
an exact approach (Ratliff & Rosenthal, 1983; Roodbergen & de Koster, 2001). Thus, the sequence and,
therefore, also the travel time can be assumed to be known for a given set of requested items, leaving
the waiting time as the only variable component of the processing time. The waiting time of an order is
dependent on the waiting instructions given to the picker performing the corresponding tour. A waiting
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instruction may have to be executed when a blocking situation arises. It comprises information about
the point in time when a picker starts to wait (which also defines the position in the picking area where
the picker waits) and the point in time when the picker continues the tour.
A set of customer orders to be processed is given. Each customer order is specified by the date when it
has become available at the warehouse (arrival date) and by the requested articles and the respective
quantities. The orders are processed by the pickers in the sequence they arrived at the warehouse
(first-come-first-served) while a separate tour is performed for processing each customer order. As soon
as an order picker becomes available, i.e. when he/she has finished a tour, he/she immediately starts with
processing the next order in the sequence.
It is of prime importance to process customer orders as fast as possible. Therefore, the minimization of
the throughput time of all orders (total throughput time) is a very common objective in this context
(Le-Duc & de Koster, 2007; Van Nieuwenhuyse & de Koster, 2009; Yu & de Koster, 2009). The
throughput time of an order is defined as the difference between the completion date of the order, i.e.
the point in time when all requested items have been brought to the depot, and its arrival date. The
throughput time of an order is composed of the time that elapsed after its arrival until processing of
the order has started (start date) and its processing time. The start date of an order cannot be affected
directly, as the sequence is given according to which the orders are processed. Indirectly, it is affected
by the processing times of the orders processed before. Concerning the processing time of an order, as
mentioned before, the waiting time is the only variable part. Thus, the minimization of the waiting times
of all orders (total waiting time) is equivalent to the minimization of the total throughput time here.
The problem can now be stated as follows. Let a set of customer orders with known arrival dates be
given including certain requested items. The customer orders are processed by a certain number of order
pickers according to the sequence in which they arrived. Each picker processes the next order as soon
as the picker becomes available. Furthermore, let setup times, pick times per item as well as a constant
travel velocity of the pickers be given. In addition, the layout of the picking area is known and a routing
algorithm for the construction of the picker tours is given. Then, for each order picker, the points in time
when the picker has to wait and when he/she has to continue the tour have to be determined, respectively,
in such a way that the total waiting time is minimized.
In the following section, the related literature is reviewed. First, we focus on analyses of the impact
of several problem parameters on different performance criteria regarding the efficiency of the picking
process. Second, solution approaches to related problems are reviewed.
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A general consensus has been reached in the literature regarding the point that picker blocking may
have a significant negative impact on the efficiency of the picking process. Thus, it is not surprising
that a large variety of approaches exists concerning the estimation of the impact of certain problem
parameters on performance criteria related to the picking process such as the total throughput time or
the proportion of the total waiting time as part of the processing time of all orders (total processing
time). All approaches deal with analytical and simulation models where most of them are based on the
assumption that all subaisles are traversed according to a given sequence and direction (regardless of the
fact whether a subaisle includes a pick location or not). It can then be assumed that the storage locations
constitute a cycle. The order pickers start at a certain point of the cycle which represents the depot. From
this point, they walk through the cycle until they reach this point again. With a probability of p (referred
to as the pick density), an order picker stops at a storage location in order to retrieve an item.
Parikh & Meller (2009) dealt with picker blocking arising in warehouses with wide aisles, i.e. order
pickers are able to pass and overtake each other in all aisles. However, pickers may block each other
when the same pick location has to be visited at the same time (pick-face blocking). The authors pointed
out that the proportion of the waiting time increases with an increasing pick density p. When p exceeds a
certain value, waiting times decrease with a further increasing p. If p is equal to 1, no waiting times will
arise as the pickers will stop at each location, implying that all pickers need the same time for performing
a tour through the cycle. Furthermore, Parikh & Meller (2009) observed that a larger number of storage
locations results in shorter waiting times, whereas the proportion of the total waiting time significantly
increases when a larger number of pickers is available.
Skufca (2005) considered the impact of the number of order pickers, the number of storage locations
and the pick density on the proportion of the total waiting time as part of the total processing time. The
author dealt with a narrow-aisle warehouse, i.e. waiting times may arise since passing and overtaking of
order pickers is not possible in subaisles (in-the-aisle blocking). Regarding the impact of the parameters
mentioned above, Skufca (2005) obtained the same results as Parikh & Meller (2009). Based on the same
assumptions, Gue et al. (2006) investigated the impact of the pick density but also of the pick-walk-time
ratio, i.e. the average pick time per item divided by the time required for passing a storage location
without retrieving an item. Gue et al. (2006) observed that an increasing pick-walk-time ratio leads
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to an increasing proportion of the total waiting time. Parikh & Meller (2010) additionally pointed out
that waiting times may be underestimated by far if deterministic pick times per item are assumed. For
example, no waiting times occur if the pick density equals 1 and pick times are deterministic. This is
not true in case of non-deterministic pick times.
Pan & Shih (2008) and Pan & Wu (2012) are the only publications in which the picking area is not
assumed to be cyclic as picker tours through the narrow-aisle warehouse are constructed by means of
certain routing strategies. Pan & Shih (2008) applied the S-shape strategy. According to this strategy,
each subaisle containing at least one requested item is traversed. An exception may occur in the last
subaisle of a block where the picker returns after having retrieved all items in this aisle if this leads to a
shorter tour. Pan & Shih (2008) investigated the impact of the procedure according to which articles are
assigned to storage locations (storage assignment policy) on the throughput rate. The throughput rate
is defined as the number of items retrieved within a certain amount of time. They compared a random
storage assignment policy to a storage assignment policy of Jarvis & McDowell (1991) which is based
on the demand frequency of the articles. Pan & Shih (2008) observed that application of the random
assignment policy results in higher throughput rates. Pan & Wu (2012) chose the total throughput time
as the performance criterion and extended the considerations of Pan & Shih (2008) to further routing
strategies and several class-based storage assignment policies. They pointed out that the routing strategy
leading to the shortest tours in combination with the across-aisle storage assignment policy (Petersen &
Schmenner, 1999) results in the smallest total throughput time.
  	
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Although the impact of waiting times on the performance of the picking process has widely been studied
and observed to be significant in many cases, only few solution approaches exist which actually take
waiting times into account when guiding order pickers through narrow-aisle warehouses. In fact, two
approaches are available which address problems related to the one described in Section 2.
The scenario considered by Chen et al. (2013) differs from the problem defined in Section 2 regarding
three aspects. First, the number of order pickers is restricted to two. Second, the next customer orders
are not processed before both pickers have finished their tours. Third, no routing algorithm is given.
Chen et al. (2013) proposed an ant colony optimization (ACO) approach to the resulting problem. By
means of the ACO algorithm, a tour is constructed for the picker who leaves the depot first. This tour
will remain unchanged. The ACO is then used for the determination of the tour of the other picker. The
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construction of the tour is based on the logical distance between pick locations, which is composed of
the travel time between the locations as well as the waiting time caused by the tour of the first picker.
Solving an instance with 2 customer orders containing up to 30 items requires 10 seconds of computing
time. However, in terms of solution quality, the performance of this approach is hardly better than the
performance of a modified S-shape strategy.
Chen et al. (2016) extended the considerations of Chen et al. (2013) to the case of an arbitrary number
of pickers. They also designed an ACO approach to tackle this problem. First, the ACO algorithm is
applied to construct the tours for all pickers without taking waiting times into account. Thus, as it is the
case for the problem described in Section 2, a routing algorithm is given by which tours are determined
beforehand. In a second step, blocking situations are identified. If a blocking situation is caused by two
order pickers performing picking operations in the same subaisle, then the order picker who enters the
subaisle first will perform the operations while the other picker waits at the entrance of this subaisle
until he/she can execute the operations without being blocked. If two pickers block each other and at
least one of the pickers traverses the subaisle without retrieving items, then it is checked whether the
total throughput time can be decreased by traversing another subaisle, i.e. tours are allowed to be altered
in the settings of Chen et al. (2016). The authors applied their approach to instances with 10 pickers and
30 requested items per order. Computing times have not been reported. The algorithm does not lead to
convincing results concerning the solution quality as solutions provided by simple modifications of the
S-shape and the largest gap strategy (Hall, 1993) cannot be improved significantly.
  	





In the literature, several problem parameters have been identified which have an impact on the efficiency
of the picking process in narrow-aisle warehouses (see Subsection 3.1). Since most approaches rely on
the assumption that all subaisles are visited regardless of the pick locations, we conducted extensive
numerical experiments in order to investigate the impact of the parameters on the performance of the
picking process for more realistic settings. For the evaluation of the performance, the proportion of the
total waiting time as part of the total processing time has been used as done by Skufca (2005), Gue et
al. (2006) and Parikh & Meller (2009). Based on the observations from the literature, the impact of the
following parameters is analyzed: the number of blocks, the number of picking aisles, the number of
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pickers, the pick-walk-time ratio, the number of items per order, the storage assignment policy, and the
routing algorithm.
In the experiments, the picking area follows a block layout with b ∈ {1,2,3} blocks and m ∈ {5,10}
picking aisles. Each subaisle contains 25 storage locations on each side, respectively. The distance
between adjacent storage locations amounts to 1 length unit (LU). The same distance has to be covered
for entering or leaving a subaisle. The distance between two adjacent picking aisles equals 5 LUs while
1.5 LUs are covered for traveling from the depot to the leftmost picking aisle (Henn & Wäscher, 2012).
Instances with 100 customer orders are considered. The number of requested items per order is
uniformly distributed between nl and nu with (nl,nu)∈ {(5,25),(10,50)}. For the assignment of articles
to storage locations, two different procedures are applied, namely the random assignment policy (a = r)
and the class-based assignment policy (a = c) used by Henn & Wäscher (2012). According to the
random assignment policy, each storage location has the same probability of being a pick location.
In the class-based assignment policy, articles are divided into three classes A, B and C based on the
demand frequency. Class A articles are 10% of the articles with the highest demand and account for
52% of the total demand. 30% of all articles are assigned to class B where these articles represent 36%
of the total demand. The remaining articles belong to class C and are characterized by quite low demand
frequencies. Based on the class, articles are assigned to subaisles. Class A articles are located in 10% of
the subaisles nearest to the depot while articles assigned to class C are situated in 60% of the subaisles
farthest from the depot. The remaining subaisles include articles from class B. Each article is randomly
assigned to a storage location of the corresponding subaisles.
For processing the customer orders, k ∈ {2,3,5,7} order pickers are available. The time that an order
picker needs to perform the tasks (see Section 2) is set as follows (Henn, 2015). The setup time amounts
to 180 seconds while the picker needs 3 seconds to cover 1 LU. Since the pick-walk-time ratio α is
usually 20 or less in practical applications (Gue et al., 2006), α ∈ {3,10,20} is chosen. This implies that
a picker needs 9, 30 or 60 seconds for searching and retrieving an item. The picker tours are generated by
means of two routing algorithms, namely the S-shape strategy and the Lin-Kernighan-Helsgaun (LKH)
heuristic of Helsgaun (2000). The S-shape strategy represents the routing strategy most frequently used
in practice (Roodbergen, 2001), while the LKH heuristic leads to very short tours (Theys et al., 2010).
The combination of all parameters mentioned above results in 576 problem classes. For each class,
48 instances have been generated, leading to 27648 instances in total.
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For the determination of the proportion of the total waiting time as part of the total processing time,
the problem described in Section 2 has to be solved. Two solution approaches are considered which are
adapted from approaches proposed in the literature. In both approaches, based on the given picker tours,
blocking situations are identified and waiting instructions are given. More precisely, the approaches
work as follows. Let k denote the number of order pickers. In the first step, based on their arrival dates,
the first k customer orders are processed by the pickers where each picker processes exactly one order.
It is then checked whether blocking situations have to be dealt with. Blocking situations are identified
chronologically, i.e. the situation which occurs first is considered. A blocking situation always concerns
two order pickers. In order to deal with a blocking situation, waiting instructions are given to one of the
pickers. The waiting instructions will not change the tour but they may affect the points in time when
an order picker is at a certain location. Thus, these points in time have to be updated. Then, the next
blocking situation is identified and dealt with based on the updated points in time. When all blocking
situations have been considered which arise until one of the pickers has finished his/her current tour, the
next customer order is assigned to this picker, and it is again checked whether new blocking situations
arise. The procedure is repeated until all customer orders have been assigned to the pickers and all
blocking situations have been dealt with. This principle is the same for both approaches presented below.
However, the approaches differ with respect to the waiting instructions given to the pickers.
The first approach (A1) is based on an approach of Ho & Chien (2006). They considered a distribution
center in Taiwan where a single order picker was allowed to be in a subaisle only. Thus, an order picker
is only permitted to enter a subaisle if no other picker is currently working in this subaisle. Otherwise,
the picker has to wait at the entrance of the subaisle until the other picker has left the subaisle. Based
on this rule, waiting instructions are given, i.e. the points in time when an order picker has to wait and
when he/she has to proceed the tour are determined.
When applying A1, waiting times can be expected to be very large, as pickers may have to wait
although they would not actually block each other according to the definition of a blocking situation
(see Section 2). Therefore, in the second approach (A2), several order pickers are allowed to be in the
same subaisle at the same time. In this approach, a blocking situation is dealt with by giving waiting
instructions to the picker who left the depot at a later point in time (Chen et al., 2013). Thus, it is known
which picker is allowed to continue the tour and which picker has to wait. Waiting instructions for a
blocking situation can then be given in such a way that the waiting time caused by this situation is
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minimized. For the identification of such waiting instructions, the possible paths through subaisles are
considered. A picker either traverses a subaisle or returns at a certain point. Moreover, either two pickers
enter a subaisle from the same cross aisle or they use different cross aisles. Based on these observations,
six blocking situations have to be considered (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3: Possible blocking situations in a subaisle
Waiting instructions are now given to the picker who has to wait based on the classification of the
blocking situation. If the blocking situation follows a scenario depicted in Fig. 3 a) to e), the picker
waits at the entrance of the subaisle until he/she can proceed the tour without blocking the other picker.
The scenario shown in Fig. 3 f) is the only scenario where a picker may wait in the subaisle. This
depends on the locations of the return points. If the location of the return point of the picker who has
to wait is closer to the cross aisle from where the subaisle has been entered, then the picker will wait at
the entrance as done in the other scenarios. If the return location is farther away and if the picker has
entered the subaisle first, then he/she may wait at the return location until he/she can proceed the tour
without being blocked by the other picker.
The results of the experiments are depicted in Tables 1 and 2 and Tables A1 to A6, where Tables
denoted by an "A" are included in the appendix available at
. Tables 1, 2, A1 and A2 contain information
about the average proportion of the total waiting time as part of the total processing time (in %) for
the approaches A1 and A2 combined with the S-shape strategy and the LKH heuristic, respectively. The
corresponding total processing times (in hours) are shown in Tables A3 to A6.
Concerning the routing algorithms, the results are very similar. Both algorithms result in the smallest
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Table 1: Proportion [%] of the total waiting time as part of the total processing time for A1 and the S-shape strategy
α (nl ,nu) b m
k = 2 k = 3 k = 5 k = 7
a = r a = c a = r a = c a = r a = c a = r a = c
3 (5,25) 1 5 1.6 2.3 3.5 5.2 8.0 13.0 15.4 28.6
3 (5,25) 1 10 1.1 1.9 2.2 3.9 4.6 9.5 7.4 18.4
3 (5,25) 2 5 1.4 2.5 3.1 5.3 6.4 13.0 10.1 24.4
3 (5,25) 2 10 0.9 1.3 2.0 2.9 4.0 6.9 6.1 11.9
3 (5,25) 3 5 1.0 1.8 2.3 3.6 4.8 8.2 7.8 13.1
3 (5,25) 3 10 0.6 1.1 1.2 2.2 2.7 5.0 4.4 8.4
3 (10,50) 1 5 2.0 2.9 4.3 6.3 9.8 17.8 20.5 37.1
3 (10,50) 1 10 0.9 2.0 1.9 4.6 4.2 10.9 6.6 23.3
3 (10,50) 2 5 1.4 2.9 2.9 6.0 6.0 14.5 9.3 29.1
3 (10,50) 2 10 0.8 1.3 1.7 2.7 3.5 6.4 5.6 10.8
3 (10,50) 3 5 1.0 1.6 2.1 3.4 4.3 7.6 6.9 12.4
3 (10,50) 3 10 0.6 1.0 1.1 2.0 2.5 4.4 4.3 7.4
10 (5,25) 1 5 2.7 4.4 6.0 10.1 13.3 29.0 23.1 47.6
10 (5,25) 1 10 1.4 3.5 3.1 7.8 6.3 21.3 10.2 40.5
10 (5,25) 2 5 1.8 4.1 3.8 9.6 8.1 26.0 12.6 44.3
10 (5,25) 2 10 1.2 2.1 2.1 4.7 4.4 10.7 7.1 18.5
10 (5,25) 3 5 1.4 2.4 2.8 5.3 5.9 12.1 9.2 20.2
10 (5,25) 3 10 0.7 1.5 1.4 3.2 3.0 7.1 4.9 11.6
10 (10,50) 1 5 4.1 6.0 8.2 14.0 16.7 38.4 27.3 55.3
10 (10,50) 1 10 1.7 4.5 3.6 10.1 7.7 29.3 11.7 48.5
10 (10,50) 2 5 2.2 5.5 4.5 11.8 9.4 33.2 14.0 51.0
10 (10,50) 2 10 1.0 2.3 2.1 4.9 4.6 11.7 7.1 19.6
10 (10,50) 3 5 1.3 2.9 2.9 5.7 6.3 12.7 9.4 21.1
10 (10,50) 3 10 0.7 1.6 1.5 3.2 3.3 7.1 4.9 11.7
20 (5,25) 1 5 4.1 6.8 8.2 16.6 18.0 42.0 28.7 57.6
20 (5,25) 1 10 1.9 5.4 3.9 12.7 8.2 34.8 13.2 52.6
20 (5,25) 2 5 2.5 6.4 4.9 14.6 9.9 37.3 15.4 54.6
20 (5,25) 2 10 1.2 3.1 2.4 6.4 5.1 14.5 8.3 25.0
20 (5,25) 3 5 1.6 3.4 3.3 7.4 7.2 16.2 10.9 26.8
20 (5,25) 3 10 0.8 2.0 1.7 4.1 3.6 9.6 5.6 15.5
20 (10,50) 1 5 5.8 8.8 10.8 20.2 21.0 47.0 32.1 61.7
20 (10,50) 1 10 2.6 6.7 5.4 16.2 10.5 42.1 15.6 58.1
20 (10,50) 2 5 2.9 7.5 5.5 18.0 11.5 43.7 17.5 59.2
20 (10,50) 2 10 1.4 3.2 2.6 7.0 5.6 16.3 8.4 28.0
20 (10,50) 3 5 1.9 3.8 3.8 7.9 8.0 17.0 11.7 28.4
20 (10,50) 3 10 0.9 2.3 1.8 4.6 3.8 9.5 5.9 16.0
proportion of the total waiting time for the problem class (α = 3, (nl,nu) = (5,25), b = 3, m = 10, k = 2,
a = r). When applying A1 the smallest proportion of the waiting time amounts to 0.6% for both routing
algorithms, while the proportion equals 0.4% and 0.5% for the S-shape strategy and the LKH heuristic
when A2 is used. For the S-shape strategy, the maximum proportion of the waiting time is 61.7% for A1
and 22.2% for A2. Regarding the LKH heuristic, proportions of up to 62.2% and 28.6% can be observed.
On average, order pickers wait for 10.9% or 4.7% of the total processing time if A1 or A2 is applied and
tours are constructed by means of the S-shape strategy. When using the LKH heuristic, waiting times
account for 12.3% or 6.0% of the total processing time. It can be seen that the proportions are slightly
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Table 2: Proportion [%] of the total waiting time as part of the total processing time for A2 and the S-shape strategy
α (nl ,nu) b m
k = 2 k = 3 k = 5 k = 7
a = r a = c a = r a = c a = r a = c a = r a = c
3 (5,25) 1 5 1.3 0.9 2.9 2.0 6.1 3.9 10.0 6.1
3 (5,25) 1 10 1.0 0.7 1.8 1.3 3.7 2.8 5.7 4.5
3 (5,25) 2 5 1.1 1.0 2.1 2.0 4.6 4.3 6.7 7.0
3 (5,25) 2 10 0.6 0.9 1.4 2.0 2.7 4.1 4.3 6.4
3 (5,25) 3 5 0.7 0.8 1.5 1.6 3.2 3.7 4.9 5.6
3 (5,25) 3 10 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.3 1.7 2.8 2.8 4.3
3 (10,50) 1 5 1.7 1.1 3.6 2.4 7.7 4.6 13.8 6.9
3 (10,50) 1 10 0.7 0.6 1.5 1.3 3.1 2.7 4.7 4.2
3 (10,50) 2 5 1.2 1.4 2.4 2.7 5.0 5.7 7.3 8.8
3 (10,50) 2 10 0.7 1.0 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 4.4 6.8
3 (10,50) 3 5 0.8 0.9 1.8 1.9 3.4 3.9 5.5 6.1
3 (10,50) 3 10 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.1 1.9 2.4 3.1 3.7
10 (5,25) 1 5 2.3 1.7 4.5 3.4 9.6 6.6 15.0 10.4
10 (5,25) 1 10 1.2 1.2 2.7 2.4 5.3 4.9 8.0 7.8
10 (5,25) 2 5 1.4 1.4 2.8 3.2 6.0 6.4 8.9 10.0
10 (5,25) 2 10 0.9 1.5 1.6 2.9 3.5 6.1 5.5 9.5
10 (5,25) 3 5 1.0 1.2 2.1 2.4 4.2 5.3 6.5 8.3
10 (5,25) 3 10 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.9 2.1 4.1 3.4 6.2
10 (10,50) 1 5 3.1 2.2 6.2 4.2 12.2 8.2 18.7 11.9
10 (10,50) 1 10 1.4 1.3 2.8 2.7 5.8 5.2 8.4 7.9
10 (10,50) 2 5 1.8 2.1 3.4 4.0 7.1 8.0 10.7 12.1
10 (10,50) 2 10 0.9 1.7 1.9 3.5 3.9 7.1 5.9 11.3
10 (10,50) 3 5 1.1 1.4 2.5 2.6 5.1 5.3 7.7 8.2
10 (10,50) 3 10 0.6 0.8 1.3 1.7 2.7 3.8 4.0 5.7
20 (5,25) 1 5 3.0 2.7 6.2 5.1 12.5 9.8 18.8 14.3
20 (5,25) 1 10 1.8 1.8 3.4 3.5 7.0 7.2 10.4 11.3
20 (5,25) 2 5 1.9 2.2 3.7 4.5 7.4 8.8 10.9 13.7
20 (5,25) 2 10 1.1 1.9 2.0 3.9 4.2 8.4 6.6 13.1
20 (5,25) 3 5 1.3 1.8 2.6 3.4 5.3 7.2 7.8 10.9
20 (5,25) 3 10 0.7 1.3 1.3 2.6 2.7 5.9 4.3 8.7
20 (10,50) 1 5 4.3 3.0 7.7 6.2 14.8 10.7 22.2 14.9
20 (10,50) 1 10 2.1 2.0 4.2 3.8 7.9 7.6 11.6 11.5
20 (10,50) 2 5 2.4 2.6 4.6 5.4 9.2 10.2 13.5 15.0
20 (10,50) 2 10 1.3 2.0 2.5 4.4 4.9 9.4 7.3 14.5
20 (10,50) 3 5 1.6 1.7 3.1 3.4 6.3 6.8 9.1 10.5
20 (10,50) 3 10 0.7 1.2 1.6 2.4 3.3 5.0 5.2 7.7
larger if tours are generated by application of the LKH heuristic. This can be explained by the fact that
the LKH heuristic constructs shorter tours, resulting in smaller total processing times (see Tables A3 to
A6). The impact of the other parameters is nearly the same for both routing algorithms. Therefore, the
analysis is based on the results related to the S-shape strategy only.
Number of order pickers
According to the literature, waiting times significantly increase with a rising number of order pickers k
since more blocking situations arise when many pickers work in the same picking area at the same time.
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This is also verified by the results of the experiments. While the average proportion of the total waiting
time amounts to 2.5% and 1.4% for A1 and A2 when the number of order pickers is very small (k = 2),
the pickers spend 21.1% and 8.7% of their time on waiting for other pickers performing their operations,
respectively, if many pickers are simultaneously employed (k = 7).
Size of the picking area and storage assignment policy
The size of the picking area is dependent on the number of blocks b and the number of picking aisles m.
If the picking area is quite large, order pickers do not come across each other very often, resulting
in few blocking situations and a short total waiting time. The same line of argumentation holds for the
application of the random assignment policy instead of using the class-based storage assignment strategy.
Thus, it can be expected that the proportion of the total waiting time decreases with increasing values
for b and m, and that the proportion is smaller for the random assignment policy. In Table 3, the average
proportion of the total waiting time is depicted for A1 and A2 dependent on the number of blocks, the
number of picking aisles and the storage assignment policy.
Table 3: Proportion [%] of the total waiting time dependent on the size of the warehouse and the storage assignment policy
b m
A1 A2
a = r a = c a = r a = c
1 5 12.3 24.1 8.7 6.0
1 10 5.7 19.5 4.4 4.2
2 5 7.0 21.9 5.3 5.9
2 10 3.7 9.3 3.0 5.4
3 5 4.9 10.2 3.7 4.4
3 10 2.6 5.9 2.0 3.2
As can be seen in Table 3, the results of the experiments match with the expectations if A1 is applied.
The proportion of the total waiting time decreases with an increasing number of blocks (15.4% for b= 1,
10.4% for b = 2 and 5.9% for b = 3), it decreases with a rising number of picking aisles (13.4% for
m = 5 and 7.8% for m = 10) and the proportion gets smaller when the random assignment policy is
applied (15.1% for a = c and 6.0% for a = r).
Concerning A2, the impact of the size of the picking area is dependent on the storage assignment policy.
For the random assignment policy (a = r), the proportions of the total waiting time are in line with the
expectations as they decrease with increasing numbers of blocks (5.8% for b = 1, 4.9% for b = 2 and
3.3% for b = 3) and picking aisles (5.7% for m = 5 and 3.7% for m = 10). However, if the class-based
assignment procedure is used (a = c) and the picking area contains 10 picking aisles, the proportions
increase when switching from 1 block to 2 blocks. Furthermore, the proportion of the waiting time
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is larger for (b = 3, m = 5) than for (b = 1, m = 10), although the latter picking area contains fewer
subaisles. This can be explained by the procedure how the articles are assigned to the three classes A,
B and C. The articles included in classes A and B account for 88% of the total demand and they are
distributed over the 40% of the subaisles which are nearest to the depot. In case of a two-block layout
with 5 picking aisles, classes A and B are solely assigned to subaisles of the block nearest to the depot
(first block). Thus, it is quite likely that all pick locations included in a tour are situated in the first block.
Moreover, most of the subaisles assigned to classes A and B will have to be visited. Tours constructed
by means of the S-shape strategy are then very similar as all of these subaisles are traversed. This results
in quite short waiting times since order pickers may only be blocked by other pickers who currently
retrieve an item. In contrast, if picking areas include 2 blocks and 10 picking aisles or 3 blocks, then
subaisles of the second block are assigned to class B as well. Therefore, at least two blocks are part
of the tours, which makes the resulting tours much more diverse. Order pickers then traverse subaisles
in different directions. If an order picker is blocked by another picker who traverses the subaisle in
a different direction, the picker has to wait until the other picker has left the subaisle. In most cases,
this causes considerably larger waiting times than blocking situations where both pickers traverse an
aisle in the same direction. Thus, the proportion of the total waiting time increases if not all frequently
requested articles are assigned to subaisles of the first block.
Pick-walk-time ratio
In the experiments, the travel velocity of the pickers has been fixed and the time required for performing
the operations at a pick location is varied. The larger the pick-walk-time ratio α gets, the longer an
order picker stops at a pick location. Thus, it can be expected that a larger value for α leads to an
increasing proportion of the total waiting time (Gue et al., 2006). The results of the experiments match
with the expectations. For the application of A1, the average proportion amounts to 6.5% for α = 3, to
11.0% for α = 10 and to 14.3% for α = 20 while the average proportions equal 3.1%, 4.7% and 6.2%,
respectively, if A2 is used.
Number of requested items per customer order
According to Gue et al. (2006), waiting times increase with an increasing number of requested items
per order. Furthermore, Hong et al. (2010) pointed out that a larger variance in the number of items will
increase the proportion of the waiting time. Thus, it is expected that larger proportions can be observed
for classes with (nl,nu) = (10,50). This is true for both A1 and A2 as the average proportions rise from
9.9% and 4.4% to 11.3% and 4.9%, respectively, when (nl,nu) are raised from (5,25) to (10,50).
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Besides the impact of different problem parameters on the proportion of the total waiting time, the results
of the experiments clearly show that, in many settings, taking waiting times into account is pivotal for
achieving small processing times. In some settings, more than half of the total processing time can be
attributed to waiting times, i.e. order pickers spend more time on waiting than on traveling through
the warehouse and retrieving items. In order to keep waiting times at a reasonable level, a truncated







In both solution approaches presented in Subsection 4.2, waiting instructions are given to a predefined
picker (e.g. the picker who enters a subaisle at a later point in time). This may result in high waiting
times. For example, if a picker enters a subaisle first but has to pick many items in this subaisle, then
a picker, whose current tour only includes few pick locations in this subaisle, may have to wait for
a long time. Therefore, a solution approach is presented which deals with the determination of the
picker to whom waiting instructions are given. Since exactly two decisions are possible in this case, it
seems reasonable to apply a branch-and-bound algorithm. Due to computing time and memory issues,
a truncated branch-and-bound (TBB) algorithm has been designed. In TBB algorithms, the branching
scheme of a branch-and-bound algorithm is kept while heuristic evaluation methods are applied to prune
some branches (Rakrouki et al., 2012). By the heuristic pruning of branches, the computational effort is
considerably reduced. However, optimality of the solution obtained cannot be guaranteed.
A pseudo-code of the TBB algorithm designed here is depicted below. In the TBB algorithm, each node
of the tree represents a partial solution. At the beginning of the algorithm, no assignments of orders to
pickers have been performed. The root r is then constructed by application of the expansion procedure.
In the expansion procedure, (some) customer orders are assigned to order pickers and blocking situations
are identified which arise by processing the orders according to the tours constructed by the given routing
algorithm. After the expansion procedure is completed, the root is either assigned to the set of active
nodes V or to the set of terminal solutions F . A node represents a terminal solution if all customer
orders have been assigned to order pickers and all blocking situations have been taken into account. If
r already corresponds to a terminal solution, the TBB algorithm terminates. Otherwise, iterations are
performed as long as active nodes exist. An iteration starts with the selection of an active node ṽ. A
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branching procedure is then applied to ṽ, resulting in two nodes v1 and v2 located on the next level of
the tree. By branching, the decision about the picker who has to wait is taken for a certain blocking
situation and waiting instructions are given to this picker. The expansion procedure is applied to v1 and
v2, respectively. It is then checked whether the nodes represent a terminal solution or have to be included
in the set of active nodes. At the end of an iteration, the pruning procedure identifies active nodes which
are excluded from the solution process, i.e. they are removed from the set of active nodes. At the end of
the solution process, the TBB algorithm returns the node v∗ which corresponds to the terminal solution
resulting in the minimum total waiting time w. In the following, the components of the TBB algorithm
are explained in greater detail.
Algorithm 1 Truncated Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
Input: problem data, node r corresponding to a partial solution with no orders assigned to pickers;
Output: node v∗ corresponding to a solution to the problem defined in Section 2;
r := Expansion_Procedure(r);
if r corresponds to a terminal solution then
V := /0; F := {r};
else
V := {r}; F := /0;
end if
while V = /0 do
ṽ := Node_Selection(V ); V :=V \{ṽ};
(v1,v2) := Branching_Procedure(ṽ);
for v ∈ {v1,v2} do
v := Expansion_Procedure(v);
if v corresponds to a terminal solution then









v∗ := argmin{w(v) | v ∈ F};
  	
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As mentioned before, the TBB algorithm starts with no customer orders being assigned to the order
pickers and it then successively assigns the orders to the pickers. This is done in the expansion procedure
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which works as follows. Let a node v be given, representing a partial solution with a set of customer
orders already assigned to order pickers and a set of waiting instructions already given to the pickers.
Let tmin denote the point in time when the next order picker becomes available where the calculation of
tmin includes the waiting time of instructions already given but not waiting times which may arise due
to blocking situations not yet taken into account. The node v can then be expanded if and only if all
blocking situations arising until tmin have been dealt with in the corresponding partial solution. In this
case, the next order in the sequence (based on the arrival date) is assigned to the picker who finishes
the tour at tmin and tmin is updated. This procedure is repeated until at least one blocking situation arises.
At the end of the expansion or if the node cannot be expanded, the expansion procedure returns the
blocking situations which have been identified. An example of the expansion of a node is depicted in
Fig. 4.
a) Partial solution before expansion of the node b) Partial solution after expansion of the node
Fig. 4: Example of an expansion of a node
In Fig. 4a), a partial solution is given which corresponds to an expandable node. A Gantt chart is depicted
where the rectangles represent the tours to be performed for processing the respective orders. The width
of a rectangle gives information about the duration of a tour. The gray parts of a rectangle stand for the
waiting time caused by executing the waiting instructions. It can be seen that customer orders #1 to #4
have already been assigned to order pickers in this partial solution. Furthermore, picker #1 and picker #3
execute a waiting instruction, respectively. Here, tmin is defined as the point in time when picker #1 has
completed the tour. Thus, when expanding the node, the next order is assigned to picker #1 which is
shown in Fig. 4b). Since no blocking situation results from this assignment, order #6 is assigned to
picker #3 because this picker will be the next picker who is available. This assignment causes two
blocking situations which are illustrated by the dotted lines in Fig. 4b). The first blocking situation
concerns pickers #1 and #3 while the other situation relates to pickers #2 and #3. Thus, the expansion
procedure terminates and tmin is now the point in time when picker #2 has processed customer order #4.
(Note that the effect of the two blocking situations is not included in tmin.)
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Let tmin be defined as in the previous subsection. A (partial) solution is then characterized by:
1) the customer orders already assigned to a picker and the assignment of the orders to the pickers;
2) for each picker, the waiting instructions received for the blocking situations already dealt with;
3) the total waiting time caused by performing the received waiting instructions;
4) the number of assigned customer orders;
5) the number of remaining blocking situations arising until tmin.
The characteristics mentioned in 1) and 2) contain information about the decisions to be taken for solving
the problem described in Section 2. The third component represents the objective function value if the
solution is a terminal solution. Otherwise, it defines a lower bound regarding the objective function value.
Since the waiting time is dependent on the customer orders and the blocking situations already taken
into account, components 4) and 5) are required for the identification of the pairs of the corresponding
nodes which can be compared regarding the lower bounds in the pruning procedure. The selection of
the node to be considered in an iteration is also based on these components.
  

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In order to keep the tree at a reasonable size, the node to be considered is chosen in such a way that
many nodes can be compared in the pruning procedure, i.e. the corresponding partial solutions of the
nodes are equal with respect to the number of assigned customer orders. Therefore, a node is selected
according to the following priorities:
1) the smallest number of assigned customer orders;
2) the smallest number of remaining blocking situations;
3) the smallest total waiting time;
4) the first generated node.
The branching procedure is then applied to the selected node. In this procedure, the first arising
blocking situation identified in the expansion procedure is considered and two nodes are generated. The
generation of the nodes is based on the decision regarding the picker who has to wait in this blocking
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situation. Waiting instructions are then given to the respective picker. The waiting instructions match
with the instructions used in approach A2 (see Subsection 4.2).
In a TBB algorithm, the pruning procedure replaces the bounding phase of a classic branch-and-bound
algorithm. Here, two heuristic methods are applied to prune branches, reducing the size of the tree. The
first procedure is based on the comparison of nodes regarding the lower bounds. As mentioned before,
nodes can only be compared if they relate to partial solutions characterized by the same number of
assigned customer orders. A branch corresponding to a node is then pruned if another node exists whose
corresponding partial solution either contains fewer remaining blocking situations while not having a
larger total waiting time or if the number of remaining blocking situations is equal for both partial
solutions but the total waiting time is smaller for the other one.
The second possibility for pruning a branch of a node is related to the number of remaining blocking
situations after application of the branching procedure. By branching, a blocking situation is taken into
account and waiting instructions are given to a picker. In general, the number of remaining blocking
situations either decreases by 1 or further orders can even be assigned until new blocking situations are
identified. However, since the execution of waiting instructions results in changes in the points in time
when the respective picker is at certain locations, it is also possible that blocking situations arise which
did not occur before. Thus, the number of remaining blocking situations may remain unchanged or even
increase. In this case, the branch of the generated node is pruned. An exception occurs if both resulting
branches would have been pruned. The node whose corresponding partial solution shows the smaller
number of remaining blocking situations is then kept, guaranteeing the algorithm to find a terminal
solution.
  	
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For the evaluation of the performance of the TBB algorithm, numerical experiments are conducted.
The settings of the experiments are chosen according to the setup of the experiments described in
Subsection 4.1. Based on the observations from Subsection 4.3, we focus on problem classes in which
the proportion of the total waiting time as part of the total processing time can be expected to be
significant. Thus, the problem classes with the following parameters are considered. For processing
N ∈ {100,200} customer orders, each including between 10 and 50 items, k ∈ {3,5,7,10} order pickers
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are available while the pick-walk-time ratio α either amounts to 10 or is equal to 20. The picking area of
the warehouse contains b ∈ {1,2} blocks and m ∈ {5,10} picking aisles. Articles are assigned to storage
locations according to the random or the class-based assignment policy.
The combination of all parameter values gives rise to 256 problem classes. For each class, 48 problem
instances have been generated, resulting in 12288 instances in total. The TBB algorithm has been
implemented using Visual Studio C++ 2015. The numerical experiments have been executed by means
of a Haswell system with up to 3.2 GHz and 16 GB RAM per core.
The performance of the TBB algorithm is evaluated with respect to the amount of improvement (in terms
of the reduction of the total waiting time) obtained compared to the application of the approaches A1
and A2, i.e. the impact of the decisions regarding the given waiting instructions and the selection of the
picker who has to wait is considered. Furthermore, computing times are reported in order to investigate
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6.2.1 Improvements by allowing several pickers to work in the same aisle at the same time
In Tables A7 and A8, the results of the experiments are depicted for problem classes with 100 customer
orders where tours have been constructed by means of the S-shape strategy and the LKH heuristic,
respectively. Tables 4 and 5 include the respective results for problem classes containing 200 orders. For
each problem class, the average total waiting times w1, w2 and wB (in hours) are given which result by
the application of the approaches A1 and A2 and the TBB algorithm. Furthermore, the average relative
amount of reduction of the total waiting time impi (in %) is depicted which is obtained by applying the
TBB algorithm instead of using approach Ai (i ∈ {1,2}).
According to approach A1, only a single picker is allowed to be in a subaisle (see Subsection 4.2). If a
picker has to enter a subaisle currently occupied by another picker, the picker has to wait until the other
picker has performed the operations and has left this subaisle. In contrast, more sophisticated waiting
instructions are given in the TBB algorithm. Thus, by comparing the total waiting times resulting by
application of A1 and the TBB algorithm, the impact of the waiting instructions on the waiting times can
be analyzed. (Note that a further difference between A1 and the TBB algorithm consists in the selection
of the picker who has to wait. However, the impact on the solution quality is quite small compared to
the impact of the waiting instructions.)
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By application of the TBB algorithm, significant improvements regarding the total waiting time are
achieved. In fact, the improvements range between 39.5% (S-shape, N = 200, k = 5, a = r, α = 10,
b = 1, m = 5) and 95.8% (S-shape, N = 200, k = 10, a = c, α = 10, b = 1, m = 10). On average, the
total waiting time can be reduced by 72.6%, which corresponds to a reduction of the processing time
per customer order by 18 minutes. Thus, the results clearly demonstrate that using appropriate waiting
instructions is pivotal for an efficient organization of the picking process.
In the following, the impact of the parameter settings on the amount of reduction obtained by application
of the TBB algorithm is investigated. Regarding the number of customer orders and the pick-walk-time
ratio, no effect on the amount of reduction can be identified. Concerning the routing algorithms, on
average, the improvements obtained are also very similar (72.1% for the S-shape strategy and 73.1%
for the LKH heuristic). However, the impact of the remaining parameters may be different depending
on how the tours have been constructed.
Tours constructed by means of the S-shape strategy
Concerning the number of order pickers k, the amount of reduction rises with an increasing value of k if
the S-shape strategy is used for the construction of the tours and if articles are assigned according to the
class-based assignment policy. In fact, the average relative reduction of the total waiting time rises from
82.9% (k = 3) to 90.0% (k = 10). When assigning articles based on the random assignment policy, the
largest improvements are observed in problem classes with 3 or 10 pickers.
Comparing the results for the two storage assignment policies, larger reductions are obtained in each
problem class when articles are assigned following the class-based assignment policy. On average, the
amount of reduction equals 57.9% and 86.4% for a = r and a = c, respectively. If the class-based
assignment policy is applied, the subaisles located near to the depot will be visited on almost every tour.
Thus, the tours generated by means of the S-shape policy have a very similar structure, implying that
order pickers traverse the subaisles in the same direction in most of the tours. In this case, the waiting
times can be reduced significantly if other instructions are given than waiting at the entrance of the
subaisle until the other picker has left this aisle. Furthermore, based on approach A1, order pickers may
often wait although no blocking situation occurs. If the random assignment policy is used, it is very
likely that the sets of subaisles to be visited are significantly different for different tours, increasing the
probability of order pickers traversing a subaisle in different directions at the same time. In this case, in
both approaches, a picker has to wait until the other picker has left the subaisle. The only possibility of
the TBB algorithm to improve the solution consists in the selection of the picker. Thus, the amount of
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reduction is smaller if the random storage assignment policy is used.
When considering the size of the warehouse for problem classes with a = c, the smallest improvements
can be observed if the picking area consists of 2 blocks and 10 picking aisles. This can be explained
by the fact that this is the only picking area where not all articles from the classes A and B have been
assigned to subaisles of the first block. Thus, it is likely that the second block has to be visited, which
results to more diverse tours (see also Subsection 4.3). With the same line of argumentation as for the
impact of the storage assignment policy on the amount of reduction, smaller amounts of improvement
can be justified in this case.
Tours constructed by means of the LKH heuristic
If the tours have been constructed by application of the LKH heuristic, the amount of reduction increases
with an increasing number of order pickers for problem classes with a = c. This coincides with the
observations related to problem classes where the S-shape strategy has been used. The relative reduction
of the total waiting time amounts to 81.5%, 83.9%, 85.8% and 88.7% if 3, 5, 7 and 10 pickers are
available, respectively. For a = r, the relative reduction obtained is similar for problem classes with 3, 5
and 7 pickers, while the largest reductions can be observed in classes with 10 pickers.
Regarding the storage assignment policy, larger relative reductions can be identified for the class-based
assignment policy (85.0%) than for the random assignment strategy (61.3%). The only problem classes
where the amount of reduction is larger for a = r are characterized by a picking area containing 2 blocks
and 10 picking aisles. At the same time, these problem classes represent the classes with the smallest
relative reductions obtained if the class-based assignment procedure has been applied. This result
matches with the corresponding observation for classes with a = c and tours being constructed by
means of the S-shape strategy.
6.2.2 Improvements by selecting the picker who has to wait
The results presented above show that the waiting instructions have a large impact on the total waiting
time. In approach A2 and in the TBB algorithm, identical waiting instructions are given if the same order
picker has to wait. The difference between these approaches can only be found in the selection of the
picker to whom waiting instructions are given for a certain blocking situation. While the picker who left
the depot at a later point in time will always wait according to A2, the selection of the picker is dependent
on the effect of the decision on the current and future blocking situations in the TBB algorithm.
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The amount of reduction ranges from 12.4% (S-shape, N = 200, k = 5, a = r, α = 10, b = 1, m = 5)
to 61.9% (S-shape, N = 200, k = 3, a = r, α = 20, b = 1, m = 10). As expected, the average relative
reduction is smaller than the improvements achieved regarding A1. However, compared to approach A2,
the TBB algorithm can reduce the total waiting time by 43.2% on average, which shows that the selection
of the picker who has to wait also represents an important decision, having a significant impact on the
resulting total waiting time.
The reductions obtained for varying numbers of customer orders, pick-walk-time ratios and routing
algorithms are of similar magnitude, respectively. Regarding the number of order pickers k, it can
be observed that an increasing number of pickers results in smaller relative reductions. While relative
reductions of 50.0% are achieved for k = 3, the total waiting time can be decreased by 41.1% for k = 10.
This can be explained by the fact that the total waiting time significantly rises with an increasing number
of order pickers. With respect to the absolute reduction of the total waiting time, average improvements
of 10.3 hours are obtained for problem classes with 10 pickers, where the waiting time is reduced
by 2.4 hours only if 3 pickers are available. The impact of the assignment policy and the size of the
picking area is dependent on the underlying routing algorithm. Whereas larger relative reductions can
be observed for the class-based assignment policy if tours are constructed by means of the S-shape
strategy (42.0% for a = r and 44.1% for a = c), the opposite holds for problem classes where the LKH
heuristic has been applied (44.9% for a = r and 41.7% for a = c). Concerning the size of the warehouse,
it can be seen that the number of blocks and the number of picking aisles do not affect the amount of
reduction obtained if problem classes based on the LKH heuristic are considered. For classes in which
the S-shape strategy has been applied, the average relative reduction drops with a decreasing number of
picking aisles if articles have been assigned according to the random assignment policy. Otherwise, the
least reductions are obtained in case of a picking area including 2 blocks and 10 picking aisles.
As can be seen from the results of the numerical experiments, both the selection of the order picker who
has to wait and the waiting instructions actually given to the respective pickers have a strong impact on
the total waiting time. By carefully dealing with both types of decisions, the TBB algorithm manages
to reduce the total waiting time significantly, which has a positive effect on the processing times of the
orders. In the following subsection, the TBB algorithm is evaluated with respect to the computing time
required in order to investigate whether this approach is suitable for dealing with large-sized instances
arising in practical applications.




The computing times required by approaches A1 and A2 are below one second and, therefore, they
are negligible. Regarding the TBB algorithm, for each problem class, the average computing time (in
seconds) is depicted in Table 6. As can be seen from the table, the average computing time is below one
minute for each problem class. Thus, it can be concluded that the TBB algorithm is suitable for dealing
with very large instances as well. More precisely, the average computing time required for solving an
instance by means of the TBB algorithm ranges from 0.1 seconds (several classes with S-shape, N = 100
and k = 3) to 56.9 seconds (S-shape, N = 200, k = 10, a = c, α = 20, b = 2, m = 10).
Table 6: Computing times [seconds] required by the truncated branch-and-bound algorithm
N a α b m k = 3 k = 5 k = 7 k = 10
S-shape LKH S-shape LKH S-shape LKH S-shape LKH
100 r 10 1 5 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.7
100 r 10 1 10 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.5 2.2
100 r 10 2 5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.7 1.3 1.4 2.7
100 r 10 2 10 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.9 1.7 1.5 3.0 2.6
100 r 20 1 5 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.6 1.3 2.7 6.2
100 r 20 1 10 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.7 1.0 1.2 2.3 2.4
100 r 20 2 5 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.6 3.4
100 r 20 2 10 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.0 1.9 1.7 3.7 3.2
100 c 10 1 5 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.1
100 c 10 1 10 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.8 1.2
100 c 10 2 5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.8 2.1 1.4
100 c 10 2 10 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.3 5.4 5.8
100 c 20 1 5 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.6
100 c 20 1 10 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.2 1.5
100 c 20 2 5 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.6 1.0 0.9 2.7 2.0
100 c 20 2 10 0.5 0.7 1.1 1.6 2.5 3.3 8.3 10.1
200 r 10 1 5 0.5 0.8 0.9 2.4 2.2 5.5 8.4 22.7
200 r 10 1 10 0.9 1.3 2.1 2.7 3.7 4.7 6.7 9.2
200 r 10 2 5 1.0 1.4 2.1 3.3 3.4 6.4 6.1 12.9
200 r 10 2 10 1.8 2.2 4.5 4.2 7.5 6.9 14.5 12.4
200 r 20 1 5 0.5 0.9 1.1 2.6 2.5 7.1 10.9 40.2
200 r 20 1 10 1.1 1.3 2.7 3.1 4.8 5.8 9.7 11.2
200 r 20 2 5 1.1 1.5 2.6 3.7 4.2 7.0 8.2 16.8
200 r 20 2 10 2.0 2.3 5.0 4.8 8.6 7.8 17.8 14.4
200 c 10 1 5 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.3 2.4 2.4 6.1
200 c 10 1 10 0.7 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.2 3.0 3.7 5.9
200 c 10 2 5 1.1 1.0 2.4 2.3 4.4 3.7 9.9 7.2
200 c 10 2 10 2.0 2.7 4.6 5.8 8.6 11.2 26.3 29.1
200 c 20 1 5 0.4 0.6 1.1 1.5 1.7 2.9 3.4 9.7
200 c 20 1 10 0.9 1.1 1.9 2.4 3.1 3.9 5.9 7.7
200 c 20 2 5 1.2 1.2 2.8 2.8 5.4 4.7 15.1 9.3
200 c 20 2 10 2.4 3.2 5.7 7.1 12.6 16.3 45.9 56.9
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The number of nodes included in the tree has a major impact on the computing time. Since nodes are
generated after a blocking situation has been identified, it can be expected that the largest computing
times are required for solving instances from problem classes where order pickers tend to block each
other quite often. In fact, computing times rise with an increasing number of order pickers and an
increasing pick-walk-time ratio. Furthermore, larger computing times can be observed when tours have
been constructed according to the LKH heuristic. This can also be explained by the number of blocking
situations arising as, on average, 214 blocking situations are considered for the LKH heuristic while
only 188 blocking situations occur for the S-shape strategy. Therefore, if the S-shape strategy has been
used for the generation of the tours, the average number of nodes created in the TBB algorithm is lower
(1260 nodes for the S-shape strategy compared to 1792 nodes for the LKH heuristic), leading to smaller
computing times. The number of customer orders represents another parameter that has an impact on
the number of blocking situations. The more customer orders are to be processed, the more tours are to
be performed, resulting in a larger number of blocking situations in total. Thus, it is not surprising that
computing times increase (from 1.2 seconds to 6.1 seconds) if 200 instead of 100 orders are considered.
A significant part of the computing time is also spent on the identification of blocking situations.
Whether a blocking situation arises, is checked each time before a picker enters a subaisle. The more
subaisles are to be entered in a tour, the more checks have to be performed. Thus, the identification of
blocking situations is more time-consuming in case of large picking areas including many subaisles,
leading to slightly higher computing times for increasing numbers of blocks and picking aisles.
  	 
 
In this paper, we dealt with the problem of guiding order pickers through a picking area including
narrow subaisles. In narrow subaisles, order pickers can neither pass nor overtake each other. Thus, an
order picker may have to wait until another picker has completed the operations in a certain subaisle.
Although it is known that, in particular when many order pickers are employed, the arising waiting times
have a significant negative impact on the efficiency of the picking process, waiting times are rarely taken
into account when guiding order pickers.
In the first part of the paper, by means of numerical experiments, settings are identified where the
proportion of the total waiting time as part of the total processing time is quite large and situations
are pointed out where waiting times can be neglected. For the determination of the total waiting
time, two different approaches are designed in which the decisions regarding the pickers who have to
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wait are made based on suggestions from the literature. The results of the experiments show that the
consideration of waiting times is inevitable for an efficient organization of the picking process, as the
proportion of the total waiting time amounts up to 62%, i.e. almost two-thirds of the total processing
time is spent on waiting. In order to reduce waiting times, in the second part of the paper, a truncated
branch-and-bound algorithm is proposed where blocking situations are identified chronologically and
nodes are generated according to decisions regarding the selection of the picker who has to wait in the
respective blocking situation. By means of numerical experiments, it is demonstrated that this algorithm
leads to excellent results within very short computing times. It is pointed out that waiting times can be
decreased by up to 96% if more sophisticated waiting instructions are used instead of instructing the
pickers to wait at the entrance of the subaisle until no other picker is in this subaisle. Furthermore, it is
shown that reductions of up to 62% can be obtained by simply putting more emphasis on the selection
of the picker who has to wait in a certain situation.
It has to be noted that all considerations in this paper are based on the assumption that the travel velocity
of all pickers is constant and both the travel velocity and the pick times are deterministic. This is a
standard assumption in the literature. However, this assumption is very critical as it is hardly met in
practice. First, human operators do not travel with a constant velocity. They have to accelerate after
having performed the operations at a location and they decelerate before stopping at a pick location or
when switching between picking aisles. Moreover, the travel velocity may differ regarding the travel
directions (e.g. the velocity may be lower when an order picker returns to a cross aisle by backing).
Second, the travel velocity is not only varying but also stochastic in practice. This also holds for the
pick time because a human operator does not need exactly the same amount of time each time he/she
performs a certain operation. Thus, the integration of varying or even stochastic travel velocities and
pick times represents a very important area of future research.
Further research could also concentrate on the extension of the waiting instructions. In the truncated
branch-and-bound approach, pickers either wait or they perform their operations as planned. For the
reduction of the waiting times, it could also be advantageous that order pickers deviate from their paths.
For example, if a subaisle is traversed without retrieving an item, another subaisle could be chosen (Chen
et al., 2016). Moreover, the tours could be modified completely, i.e. the sequence according to which the
items are to be picked could be changed. In both scenarios, the minimization of the total waiting time
would not represent a valid objective and the total processing time should be used for the evaluation of
solutions instead.
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The consideration of the assignment of customer orders to the pickers and the sequencing according to
which customer orders are to be processed represents another promising topic for future research. These
decisions provide much more flexibility, which can be expected to prevent many blocking situations
from arising. Another interesting aspect can be found in the integration of the Order Batching Problem,
i.e. customer orders can be grouped into batches and then processed on a single tour. It can be expected
that the batching of customer orders leads to an increase of the proportion of the total waiting time (Gue
et al., 2006; Hong et al., 2010). However, it will significantly reduce the total processing time.
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